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	Dive Into Python, 9781590593561 (1590593561), Apress, 2004
Dive Into Python is a hands-on guide to the Python language. Each chapter starts with a real, complete code sample, proceeds to pick it apart and explain the pieces, and then puts it all back together in a summary at the end.

Python is a new and innovative scripting language. It is set to replace Perl as the programming language of choice for shell scripters, and for serious application developers wanting a feature-rich, yet simple language, with which to deploy their products. 

This book is not for newbies, for wimps, or For Dummies™.  It assumes a lot about you:

	You know at least one real object-oriented language, such as Java, C#, or Delphi 
	You know at least one other scripting language, such as Perl, Visual Basic, or Javascript 


 Dive Into Python will be a guide for readers who can jump into languages fast and get going right away.     

       About the Author
 Mark Pilgrim is an accessibility architect in the IBM Emerging Technologies Group. He is the author of several technical books, including  Dive Into Accessibility,  a free online tutorial on web accessibility. He lives in North Carolina with his wife and newborn son, and spends his copious free time sunbathing, skydiving, and reading Immanuel Kant's  Critique of Pure Reason.        
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Writing bug-free C code for Windows: a programming style that automatically detects bugs in C codePrentice Hall, 1995
This book describes an alternate class methodology that provides complete data  hiding and fault-tolerant run-time type checking of objects in C programs. With  it, you will produce code that contains fewer bugs. 

The class  methodology helps to prevent bugs by making it easier to write C code. It does  this by eliminating data...

		

Leadership by Choice: Increasing Influence and Effectiveness through Self-ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Establish trust with your team by developing a clear decision-making strategy


	Do you have the opportunity to focus on each decision you make? Chances are, you don't. All too often, our choices are rushed and relationships are strained by not thinking clearly or communicating properly.


	We are all responsible...


		

Mastering Autodesk Revit MEP 2015: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2014

	The definitive guide to Autodesk Revit MEP


	The expert author team for this Autodesk Official Press book has employed their years of experience to develop this exhaustive reference and tutorial, which is perfectly paced to cover all the core concepts and functionality of Revit MEP including:

	
		Navigating the...






	

Hackers Beware: The Ultimate Guide to Network SecuritySams Publishing, 2001

	Hackers Beware starts with a roadmap of the various areas of hacking but quickly delves into the details of how specific attacks work and how to protect against them. Since most attacks we hear about either occur or are perceived to come from hackers, people are very interested "in how they do that" - the techniques hackers use to...


		

The Aubin Academy Master Series: AutoCAD MEP 2011Autodesk Press, 2010


	Within the pages of this book you will find a comprehensive introduction to the

	methods, philosophy, and procedures of the AutoCAD MEP software. AutoCAD

	MEP is an advanced and powerful engineering design and documentation software

	package covering the disciplines of HVAC, Plumbing, Piping, and Electrical design.

	By following...

		

E-waste Recycling and Management: Present Scenarios and Environmental Issues (Environmental Chemistry for a Sustainable World)Springer, 2019

	
		This book gives up-to-date information and broad views on e-waste recycling and management using the latest techniques for industrialist and academicians. It describes the problems of e-waste generated by all global living communities and its impact on our ecosystems and discusses recycling techniques in detail to reduce its effect...
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